Network Coding (NC) can be efficiently combined with the "physical layer broadcast" property of wireless mediums to facilitate mutual exchange of independent information [6] . At the same time, experimental/theoretical analysis of wireless networks has shown the efficacy of cross-layer protocols that relay corrupted packets in bandwidth hungry video applications (e.g. [7]-[8]). The integration of NC-based information exchange and cross-layer (CL) protocols for wireless video is the primary theme of this work. A particular issue addressed in this paper is the impact of errors in a packet, on the performance of a network code. Thus, we identify the operating conditions under which NC, despite the presence of residue errors, is beneficial. Based on theoretical analysis and experiments using 802.1 lb wireless traces it is established that the combination of NC with relay of corrupted packets can perform better than (i) conventional schemes that drop all corrupted packets (ii) a scheme that deploys network coding only (iii) a scheme that only deploys a CL strategy that recovers information from corrupted packets. The proposed Cross-Layer Information-eXchange (CLIX) scheme significantly improves the performance of an H.264 based video codec for wireless networks.
INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
The capacity of wireless networks can be limited due to Medium Access Congestion [1] . Network Coding (NC) [2] , [3] , [4] in combination of physical layer broadcasting ( [5] and references within, [6] ) can be used to efficiently reduce the impact of congestion. In addition to Medium Access Congestion, the throughput of wireless networks can also be further reduced due to excessive packet drops due to bit corruptions. A successful strategy to counter such excessive packet drops is achieved by deploying cross-layer (CL) protocols1 that permit the transport of corrupted packets (e.g. [7] - [8] ). Video applications are extremely bandwidth hungry and hence stand to benefit significantly if the advantages of NC can be harnessed in the presence of corrupted packets. Therefore, in this paper we evaluate the feasibility of such a combination and in particular it's utility for wireless video. More specifically, we consider the Mutual Information Exchange (MIE) problem introduced by Wu et. al. in [6] and exhibit the utility of combining NC with CL to facilitate efficient Cross-layer Information eXchange (CLIX). In the context of this paper the MIE problem can be motivated as follows. Consider a wireless-network as shown in Figure 1 . The 'In this paper the notion of cross-layer protocol refers to protocols (at linklevel or above) that do not drop all packets that contain residue errors (i.e.
errors not corrected at the physical layer). In this paper we extend the work proposed in [6] 
THROUGHPUT CAPACITY
Since the intra-network communication in Network A and Network B is unconstrained, the entire network can be abstracted by single nodes. Thus the communication topology in Figure 1 is identical to that in Figure 2 . Thus from this section onwards we utilize the topology given in Figure 2 for our analysis. At this stage, before we proceed further with the analysis, there are some important assumptions that need to be elaborated upon: 1) Meta-data Overhead: As XOR-ing of packets at an intermediate node or bit corruptions over the first hop alters the content of the packet, the header and the payload checksums have to be updated at the intermediate node. Additional meta-data also has to be inserted in the header at an intermediate node, a) to allow the eventual receivers to identify the packets that were XORed at the intermediate node and b) to also identify, even when the transmission over the final hop is corruption free, packets which were corrupted on an initial hop. In this paper, we assume that the overhead due to this meta-data is negligible and due to brevity do not explicitly study the impact of such an assumption. 2) Slotted Communication: For ease of analysis we assume a slotted communication. In addition we assume that the communication proceeds in terms of "Exchange" of individual packets. Thus each Exchange involves the transmission of 1 packet each from A to B and B to A. In an Exchange, packets are initially transmitted over link 1, 2 and then over links 3, 4. Thus a scheme employing NC uses three transmission slots in each Exchange, while a non-NC scheme uses 4 slots. If for some reason a packet involved in an Exchange cannot be successfully transmitted within the slots allocated for the Exchange, the packet is considered dropped. Given the brevity of space, the above assumptions allow us to focus on issues core to the proposed work, without significantly compromising the validity of the analysis and conclusions.
In this section, in order to get an estimate of the performance gain of utilizing CLIX, we assume that the communication over links 1, 2, 3 and 4 is governed by an abstract channel. Similar to the discussion in [8] , for communication over each of the links we can consider a channel determined by 3 parameters, namely, 1) 8 which denotes the probability that at least a single bit is in error in the header and/or in the data payload.
2) A is the probability that the packet header contains at least a single bit in error.
3) £ is the conditional probability of error in a packet conditioned on the event that a packet is corrupted and on the event that the header of the corrupted packet is error free.
The CL protocol we consider in this paper, drops the packet if and only if the header is corrupted. Note that a traditional (Trad) protocol drops a packet when either the data or payload has an error. Thus 8 (A) denotes the probability of a packet getting dropped when a link employs a Trad (CL) protocol. We use CA ( CB ) to denote the throughput capacity from B to A (A to B).
The throughput capacity is determined by two factors, the number of slots that are required to exchange packets and also by the actual information rate in the received packets. The information rate can be reduced due to presence of bit errors or due to packet drops. Thus on the basis of the arguments presented in [8] it can be shown that the throughput capacity of schemes Trad and CL, which do not employ any NC is given by equation (1) (ii) AA 1 (1 )(l 24) A AB = 1-(1 -)(-23) denotes the end-to-end packet drop probability in CL.
(iii) CA = ( 2 * 84 ),IB = (C1 * 83) 2 denotes the conditional probability of error in the corrupted un-erased packets received in CL communication at Receiver A and B respectively. When NC is employed in conjunction with Trad, the packet drop process is identical to that of Trad; however the exchange occupies less number of slots. Thus throughput capacity for NC (similar to the discussion in [6] ) is given by CA NC (X). (1 dA) I CB NC (3). (1 gB) (3) Similarly, the throughput capacity of CLIX is given by CA CLIX (13) ((1 /A CLIX)+(JA CLIX -.A CLX)(1 hb (eA CLIX))) CB CLIX (XV3)((1 ( B CLIX)+(9B CLIX AB CLIX)(1 hb(eB CLIX)))J where, (i) 1 -A CLIX and 1 5B CLIX represent the probability of receiving a packet uncorrupted and un-erased at Receiver A and B respectively.
(ii) (gA CLIX -IA CLIX) and (dB CLIX -B CLIX) represent the probability that a packet is received un-erased but corrupted.
(iii) £A CLIX and £B CLIX represent the conditional probability of error in corrupted-unerased packets. Note that: 1) A CLIX packet is received error free (e.g., by receiver B), if and only if, the transmission on both hops (e.g., links 1 and 3 in Figure2 ) is corruption free and a packet is not XOR-ed with a corrupted packet (which happens either under error-free transmission over link 2 or a packet is dropped due to an error in the header over link 2, and hence no XOR-ing takes place). Thus we can deduce, /A CLIX 1 (1 32) (1 )4) In [9] we show that a Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) can be associated with each received packet and thus the parameters ,2, e can also be evaluated as a function of SNR. For additional details of the trace collection methodology please refer to [7] , [9] . In this sub-section, for ease of analysis we assumed links 1, 2, 3, and 4 to be governed by identical values of SNR and hence of identical 8,A,. Thus C =CA= CB and can be expressed as a function of SNR. Figure 3 shows the result of such an evaluation. It can be seen that CLIX provides a better throughput capacity than any other scheme for all SNR values. A marker has been put on Figure 2 to roughly demarcate (a) the SNR region where the CL aspect of CLIX allows it to perform better than NC from (b) the SNR region where the NC part of CLIX allows it to perform better than CL
802.11B TRACE BASED SIMULATIONS
The actual 802.1 lb channel exhibits temporal correlation in the error process, both at the packet level and at the bit-level. Thus in the previous section, though the values of 8,2,e were derived on the basis of actual traces, they may not capture the behavior of the 802.1 lb channel. Thus it is important to simulate the behavior of the considered schemes on actual sample traces. For this (6) There indeed exists some combination of values for the above considered parameters, such that the performance of CLIX does not provide any advantage over NC or CL and similarly there exist values for which CLIX can provide benefits. However, an important question to be raised is, "Which of these combinations are more likely to be observed on actual wireless channels?" For this purpose, we evaluate the values of 8,A,, on the basis of actual 802.1 lb error traces. The methodology for our trace collection is identical to [7] , [9] . We collected traces, with a total MAC-frame size of 1024 bytes which included a combined header size of 60 bytes. The traces were collected at a PHY data rate of 1 (c) set 2, Receiver A (d) set 2, Receiver B Figure 4 Goodput as a function of coding rate. In each of the above sub-figures, y-axis represents goodput, while x-axis represents channel coding rate. The goodput has been calculated as the number of message packets received, per slot, after FEC decoding. Thus the best possible goodput for NC and CLIX is 0.33, while the best possible goodput for CL is 0.25. purpose we consider 2 sets of error traces. Each set consists of 4 traces, one to emulate each link. Each trace consists of 40,000 packets. The error traces in two sets, Set 1 and Set 2, are such that Set 1 represents a scenario where the communication over each link is highly susceptible to packet corruption, while Set 2 represents a scenario where packet corruptions are relatively rare. More specifically, the average SNR for each trace in Set 1 was lesser than 14dB, while the SNR for each trace in set 2 was in the range of 18-30dB. As mentioned in the previous section, each MAC-frame in the error trace is of size 1024 bytes and consists of a combined header size of 60 bytes. A CL scheme drops the packet whenever there is an error in the first 60 bytes of the frame, while a non-CL scheme drops the packet whenever there is an error in any of the 1024 bytes in the frame. FEC Analysis:
We considered the performance of Reed Solomon (RS) based FEC schemes, employed in conjunction with NC, CL and CLIX, for Set 1 and 2. The FEC block-length was chosen in a manner to ensure that an FEC block gets exchanged in 240 transmission slots. Thus packet block-length for CL was chosen to be 60, while the blocklength for NC and CLIX was chosen to be 80. Each FEC block, consisted of 964 codewords interleaved over the packets, such that each packet contributed a symbol in GF(255) for each codeword. Figure 4 shows the FEC performance for each scheme in terms of goodput. Note that the bad (good) channel conditions associated with Set 1 (Set 2) are exhibited by the fact that the goodput of CL (NC) is better than NC (CL). For both scenarios, the performance of CLIX is better than CL. The comparison of NC and CLIX, shows that when packet corruptions are rare, CLIX and NC perform identically, however when the conditions deteriorate, the performance of CLIX is significantly better.
Video Analysis: In this sub-section, we evaluate, whether the improvement in goodput can be translated into improvement in video quality. The results in this section are based on utilizing H.264 version 10.2 reference software. The picture frame size is maintained at 352x288 for all test sequences. The test-sequences are repeated multiple times to provide a playout sequence of 900 frames i.e. 30sec at 30fps. The GOP (IBPBP...) size is 30 frames. All standard error concealment features have been turned on, a video packet size of 1024 bytes is used and specific source bit-rates are obtained using standard rate-control. Despite all the error-concealment features being turned on, some picture frames are not recovered at all, thus leading to severe motion discontinuity.
In NC and CLIX, the additional bandwidth can be used for either increasing the source bitrate or to increase the parity. Hence the experiments in this section can be broken into two parts: (a) where the channel coding rate for CL, NC, and CLIX is identical and (b) where the source coding rate for CL, NC, CLIX is identical. As done in the previous subsection, the FEC block-length for CL is maintained at 60 packets, while that for NC and CLIX is maintained at 80 packets. First 8 rows of Table 1 provide the results for part (a) while the last 4 rows provide the results for part (b). Due to brevity, we present only a part of the results, and only for Receiver A. For part (a), the channel coding rate is maintained at 0.7, thus the source bitrate used for NC and CLIX is 4/3 times that used for CL. In Table I , results associated with Set 1 exhibit that, when the channel conditions are bad, the video quality offered by CL and CLIX can be significantly better than that of NC. In addition, it can be incurred that CLIX can provide substantial improvement over CL too, especially in terms of motion continuity. Observations associated with Set 2 highlight the efficiency with which CLIX combines the advantages of NC and CL. In poor channel conditions the additional bandwidth available to NC and CLIX is better used by providing additional redundancy. Thus for part (b), the source bit-rate was maintained constant at 1.2 Mbps for all three schemes, while a channel coding rate of 0.525 was used for NC and CLIX. The additional redundancy proves to be useful as shown in Table I . Nevertheless, the performance of CLIX is still substantially better than NC and CL.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we evaluated the feasibility of employing NC in presence of severe bit corruptions in the packet. It is observed, even for the actual 802.1 lb wireless channel, that advantages of NC and CL can be efficiently combined. Theoretical and experimental deductions exhibited that CLIX provides an improvement in throughput capacity, FEC goodput and video quality.
